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This is a list of commands used in rowing and sailing a small boat as was used in the late 18th
century.
Sources
Various references have been used to verify that these are period-correct commands. The
following sources have been used:
A Vocabulary of Sea Phrases and terms of art used in seamanship and naval architecture, by
a Captain of the British Navy. London: printed for J. Debrett, 1799. This translates English and
French naval terms between the two languages, and often gives commands explicitly. This is the
foremost reference used. Unless otherwise marked, commands are present in this volume.
The Mariner’s Dictionary, or American Seaman’s Vocabulary. Washington D.C.: William
Duane, 1805. Commands marked with 1 are based on this work. This book doesn’t give
commands explicitly as such, but rather has dictionary entries. Commands drawn from it may
not be exactly worded the same as was used originally.
Noel, John Vavasour, Naval Terms Dictionary. Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1978,
originally published 1952. Not thorough, but a good work. Commands taken from here are
marked with 2.
Cornell, Felix M., American Merchant Seaman’s Manual. New York: Cornell Book Shop,
1938. Not as extensive as the preceding work. Commands taken from here are marked with 3.
Lastly, there are some defects in the complete command list that are made up with our best
guess. These have been marked 9.
General Commands
Preparatory command is “Stand by to...”
Modifiers: Easy: very slowly
Handsomely: Do it slowly.
Cheerly: mid-speed
Smartly2: Do it with vigor.
Man the Boat! The boat crew is called to and boards the boat. If one of the crew is appointed
to handle mooring lines, that man stands by the mooring lines.
Attention! or Eyes in the Boat!9 Stop skylarking and pay attention to the captain.
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Thus! or Very Well Thus! or Steady! Keep doing the current activity just the way it is being
done.
Belay That Command! Cancel the last order. This can also be used more specifically, such as
Belay Casting Off!
Knock Off There! Stop a task. Not urgent.
That’s Well!2 Stop a task. Not urgent.
Avast! Urgent stop.
Bear a Hand! or Light (a task)! Help out.
Ready! A response from a crew that is ready to carry out a task. Most often used by a gun crew
after preparing the gun for action.
Disperse! The crew is dismissed from duty.
A note on Larboard and Starboard: These phrases refer to the particular side of the boat, not of
a person. The starboard side is the right side of the boat when in the boat and facing the bow.
The larboard side is the left side of the boat when in the boat and facing the bow. The term port
was used in the 18th century, but only when referring to the rudder of a ship to avoid the
confusion of the similar sounds of larboard and starboard. It would not be used in a bateau, but,
just the same, its meaning would be understood.
The Rowing Commands are as follows:
[We’ve elected to not teach feathering to new people; it confuses them so. Therefore, instead of
the blade being parallel to the water surface, we end perpendicular to the water surface.
However, feathering is easily done by experienced rowers, and should always be done at Bank
Oars.]
Any command may be prefixed or suffixed by All, Together, Starboard, Larboard, Stroke
(only the stroke oar, sometimes called Strokesman), Bows. Stroke and Bows can be combined
with Starboard or Larboard to get a specific person. Together and All are interchangeable.
Get Your Oars to Pass! Starting with the oars stowed in the boat, the oars are passed outboard
and to their appropriate rower. The blade is laid forward on the gunwale or extending over it,
with the handle of the oar near the rower, and the forward oars inboard of the after ones. The
handle of the oar is closer to the stern than the blade of the oar. [In modern vernacular this
command is Stand By Your Oars!] Note: as this is the opposite of Boat Oars, we have been
using it as a command to pass the oars to the appropriate rower and come to Toss Oars.
Toss Your Oars Up! or Toss Oars! Oars are swiftly brought to the vertical, blades trimmed
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fore and aft. The handle of each oar is to be between the feet of the oarsman on the floorboard,
the outboard hand holding the loom at chin level, the inboard hand holding at thigh level.
Let Fall! From Toss Oars, the oars are quickly, but in a controlled motion, brought down from
the vertical to the horizontal, loom resting in the thole pins. This ends in the same position as
Oars.
Give Way Together! or Pull! Oarsman row together in a forward direction, keeping time by
watching the strokesman. Oar blades should be vertical when pulling, horizontal when
recovering from the stroke. Can also be given to only the Larboard or Starboard side
Oars!2 Once finished with the current stroke, oars are brought to the horizontal, blades parallel
to the water’s surface.
Pick Up The Stroke!2 The oarsmen not already giving way join in on the start of the next
stroke. This is typically given after one side has been rowing and the other side has been at Oars,
Hold Water, or Back Astern.
Hold Water! Outboard hand grabs gunwale aft of oarlock, inboard arm is placed over oar so
that the handle is in the armpit. The blade is vertical and placed in the water by the raising and
bracing of the body of the oarsman. Care should be taken when this command is given at speed,
as the force transmitted to the oarsman is great. At speed, the oar is placed in the water with the
blade parallel to the direction of motion, so that most of the water slips by the oar. The oars are
gradually turned until they are flat with the water. Note that the helmsman should give a
warning to novices when the command is issued at speed.
Back Astern! (sometimes Stern All!) Oarsman row together in an astern-motion, with the
stroke oarsman setting the pace. Should not be given at speed, use Hold Water! to take way off
before backing. Can also be given to only the Larboard or Starboard side. [Note, Back Water!2
appears to be a 20th century command.]
Bank Oars!9 Oars are slid in until the handle rests under the gunwale on the far side of the boat.
[I see no reference to this command anywhere, but feel it must exist. I think that this is actually
Unship Oars!, but that seems terribly confusing.]
Out Oars!3 From Get Your Oars to Pass! or from Bank Oars!, outboard arm cradles oar at
elbow, inboard hand on handle, oar is lifted to a 45 degree angle and swung into the thole pins.
Oars are lowered to the horizontal. [The period correct version of this command is Ship Oars!,
but that seems confusing.]
Trail Oars!2 This is used for holding water when at significant speed. The oar is placed in the
water with the blade flat to water, and with the oar slanted so that the blade is slanted well behind
the rower (toward the bow of the boat). Trail Oars can also be used when passing through a
narrow space when oars cannot be tossed.
In Bows!2 (sometimes just Bows!) The one or two oarsmen closest to the bow finish the stroke,
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lift oars simultaneously to an angle of 45 degrees, and boat the oars together. They move closer
to the bow, if necessary, and stand ready to throw lines, use boathooks, etc.
Boat Your Oars! Can be given from Oars or Toss Oars. The oars are passed overhead into the
center one at a time and stacked along the centerline in a wide boat or along the sides in a narrow
boat. The steering oar is placed on top. Oars are always stowed with the blade toward the bow
and above the thwarts.
Rowed Of All! or Way Enough!2 Inboard hand on the handle, outboard arm lifting oar in the
crook of the elbow, the oar is tossed to 45 degrees, and swung in to lay on the gunwale, blade
flat, after oars outboard of forward ones. This is a single command that takes the place of Oars,
Toss Oars and Boat Oars. [I prefer Way Enough!, though Rowed of All! appears to be the
correct phrase for the 18th century.]
Point the Oars! To shove off a boat that has grounded, the bow oarsmen point the blades of the
oars forward and downward onto the beach, ready to Shove Off! at the command.
Row Dry! Stop splashing.
The Mooring and General Boat Commands are as follows:
These are in addition to general line-handling commands. General line-handling commands are
listed afterwards. Note that no anchoring commands have been listed.
Hoay! or Ahoay! Call to get the attention of someone.
Holloa! Response to Hoay!
Hoay, the Boat Ahoay! Call from a ship to the boat. The response varies depending on who is
on board the boat. If a captain of a ship is on board, the response is the name of his ship. Other
responses are ‘Aye, Aye’ if it is an officer, ‘No, No’ if it is a warrant officer, ‘Okay’ if it is just
men, ‘Passing’ if the boat isn’t coming alongside. There are also special responses if one carries
an Admiral, a monarch, the President, or a member of the Cabinet.
Hoay, the Ship Ahoay! Call to a ship (not a boat). The response should be Holloa! or the name
of the vessel.
Cast Off! Only used with the boat’s own mooring lines. The line is unwrapped from the cleat
or bitt on the dock or other vessel, so that it can run free.
Take In (a line)! Pull the specified line into the boat, typically the bow painter or a mooring
line, coiling it and stowing it in its place.
Cast Away (a line)! Only used on lines from another vessel or dock that are used for securing
the boat. For instance, in a lock, the lines running down from the lock walls are cast away when
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the boat is ready to depart.
Shove Off! Push off from the dock, wall, shore, or other boat. This can be done with oars, a
boat hook, or by hand.
In Fenders!2 Take the fenders into the boat. If there is no urgency, the fenders should be held
so that much of the water drains from them before placing them into the boat.
Out Fenders!2 Deploy the fenders over the side to protect the boat from chaffing.
Fend Off! or Fend the Boat! Using the oars or boathooks, keep the boat from brushing against
another boat, dock, wall, or rock.
Bale! also spelled Bail! Get the water out of the boat. This can be done using sponges, buckets,
or pumps.
Trim The Boat! Move toward the center or edge of the boat so that the boat is level.
Occasionally when travelling into or with the wind, the boat will be trimmed forward, aft, to
larboard, or to starboard to give it better stability.
The Line Handling Commands are as follows:
Let Go (a line)! or Cast Loose (a line)! or Loose (a line)! Undo the rope from the cleat,
keeping a firm grip on it and with the line running under the cleat so as to be able to apply force
to it.
Make (a line)! or Belay (a line)! Secure the line on the cleat or belaying pin.
Slacken (a line)! or Ease Off! Give slack as it is required, keeping the line taut but not
strained.
Pay out (a line)! Feed the line past the cleat or belaying pin. This is used when Slacken doesn’t
let the line run freely enough to allow the line to be hauled or when used for an anchoring line.
Haul (a line)! Pull in the line.
Heave! A general pulling command. This is often used when multiple men are working at a
single task to synchronize their efforts.
Hold (a line)!, Check (a line)!, Snub (a line)! These commands are similar, though vary in
degree. In all cases, the line is passed under the arm of the cleat or around the belaying pin.
Tension is kept on the line to prevent it from moving. When snubbed, the line is held so that it
won’t move under any circumstances unless it feels that the line is about to part. When held, the
line is allowed to move if a reasonable force is applied to it. Checking is somewhere between
holding and snubbing.
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Hang On (a line)! Hold the line. In this case, the line is NOT passed around a cleat, belaying
pin, or bitt.
Set Taut (a line)!2 Remove the slack from the line.
Clear (a line)! Untangle the line.
Bend (a line to an object)! or Fasten (a line to an object)! or Hitch (a line to an object)! Tie
the line to the object using an appropriate knot. The converse is Unbend (a line)! and Unhitch
(a line)!
Reeve (a line through an object)! Pass the line through the object. Most often used when
rigging blocks or deadeyes. The converse is Unreeve (a line)!
Coil (a line)!, Fake (a line)!, Flemish (a line)! All of these commands are used to neatly stow a
line. Unless explicitly commanded to do otherwise, lines should always be coiled inside the boat
and flemished on docks and piers. This should be done without waiting for a command to coil or
flemish the line – the action should be part of making the line. Coiling is typically done for
stowing the line. It involves coiling the line neatly and in such a manner that it can run free.
Inside of the boat, the coil should be hung on a cleat or on the stringer. Faking a line is arranging
it in coils so that it can run free when it is slackened. Typically, this is done before letting out a
large amount of line, such as letting out the halyard. Flemishing is coiling the rope in a flat coil,
typically on a dock.
The Sailing Commands are as follows:
In addition to larboard and starboard, when under sail, commands can be given for Leeward and
Windward. The windward side of the vessel is the side that the wind is coming from. Leeward
and windward are not used with oar commands, only with sailing commands. [As our crew does
not have much sailing experience, these terms will be used sparingly.]
Step the Mast!1 On a small boat, the mast is often left down until needed. Stepping requires
two men. The mast is laid in the boat so that the halyard and pennant lines may be rove through
the appropriate dead-eyes. After these lines are rove, the first man lifts the mast and elevates it
above the mast thwart. The second man positions the yard so that is if forward of the mast and
the truss or parrel is around the foot of the mast. The first man then lowers the mast through the
hole in the mast thwart, with the second man guiding the mast. The two men seat the mast
firmly but gently into the keelson plate. The pennant line and halyard are then tautened and
made. It is important to make sure that the halyard and the pennant line are rigged prior to
stepping the mast.
Hoist Sail! or Make Sail! or Set Sail! This a single command for the following: “Let Go the
Halyard, Sheets, and Braces. Slacken Braces and Sheets. Haul Halyard. Sheet Home the Sail.
Make All.” If the sail is furled, the sail is first unfurled by releasing the furling gaskets. The
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brace and sheet lines are then rigged to their appropriate cleats. Note that if the sail was properly
furled, the sail can be unfurled by spilling all of the furling gaskets, then unwinding them from
about the sail. The furling gaskets should not be removed from the yard.
Sheet Home! Haul both sheet lines until the sail is taut and the flat. Used when first setting sail
and sometimes before lowering sail. This is the same as “Let Go the Sheets! Haul the Sheets!
Make the Sheets!” The correct amount of tension will depend on the force of the wind. In
general, the sheets should be taut enough to keep the sail from fluttering, but not so taught as to
pull it too far aback.
Strike Sail! or Douse Sail! This is a single command for the following: “Let Go the Halyard,
Sheets, and Braces! Slack Halyard! Haul Braces and Sheets! Make All!” Douse can also be
spelled dowse.
Furl Sail! This command can only be given when the yard has been lowered. It works best if
the halyard is made so that the yard is an inch or two above the gunwales of the boat. Standing
abaft the yard, one or two men furl the sail. First, the sheet lines are released from their cleats
and coiled near the clew. The two clews are then brought up in front of the sail so that they are
nearly touching the parrel. The coiled sheet lines are deposited in the envelope made by the sail.
If the mast is to be unstepped, the brace lines are similarly released from their cleats, coiled, and
deposited in the envelope made by the sail. If the mast is not being unstepped, the brace lines are
left in place. Starting at the outboard edges of the sail, the sail is folded upon itself to form a
tight, closed bundle, with only the back of the sail closest to the yard visible. This bundle is
piled atop the yard, and then the furling gasket is made around it. After both ends of the sail are
furled, the center is similarly bundled onto the yard and furled. The center of the sail will be
bulkier than the ends (since it contains the clews), and is called the bunt. The ideal bundle will
show only a single layer of canvas, thus keeping the rain out of the bulk of the canvas. To secure
the sail with the gasket, pass the gasket over and in front of the sail and tightly around
underneath the sail. Pass the gasket around the sail a second time, then take the end of the
gasket, double it, give the bight that was just formed a few twists, and insert the bight under the
second coil around the sail. Pull the bight of gasket to tighten the entire gasket.
Square the Sail!1 Bring the sail around using both braces and sheets until the yard is
athwartship. This is the same as “Let Go the Sheets and Braces!” followed by appropriate
commands for hauling and slacking the particular sheets and braces to square the same, followed
by “Make All!”
Brace About! Bring the sail around to the other tack. This is the same as “Let Go the Sheets
and Braces! Slack Windward Brace and Sheet! Haul Lee Brace and Sheet! Make All!”
Unstep the Mast!1 First, make sure that the sail is furled, and the pennant struck. Let go the
halyard, and allow it to run free. One man lifts the mast out of the keelson plate and above the
hole in the mast thwart. A second man moves the yard and boats it, unreeving and coiling the
halyard in the process. The first man boats the mast.
Hoist (a flag or pennant)! Hitch the flag to the pennant line by passing the pennant gaskets (the
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two lines spliced into the pennant line) through the grommets on the pennant and hitching them
with two half hitches above and two half hitches below the point where they are spliced to the
pennant line. Keeping the pennant furled (basically crumpled), let go the pennant line, haul the
pennant line until the pennant is at the top of the staff, with the topmost pennant gasket an inch
or so below the sheave or truck at the top of the staff. Make the pennant line.
Strike (a flag or pennant)! Let go the pennant line, lower the pennant, unhitch the pennant, and
make the pennant line. Furl or fold the pennant.
A description of the lines on the boat:
(3) Fenders.
(4) Forward painter, aft painter, and starboard or larboard breast line, all used for mooring.
These are also called the bow-fast, stern-fast, and breast-fast. Note that the DeSager currently
only has one breast line, which can be moved to either side as needed.
(1) Parrel. Used to attach the yard to the mast.
(4) Furling gaskets. Tied to the yard, and used to furl the sail. The center furling gaskets are
longer than the outboard gaskets.
(1) Halyard. Used to hoist and lower the yard.
(2) Sheets. These go to the lower corners of the sail (the clews), and are made to the forwardmost cleats on the gunwales.
(2) Braces. These go to the upper corners of the sail (the head cringles, or earrings) and also
function as backstays. They are made to the after-most cleats on the gunwales.
(1) Steering rope. This secures the steering oar to the sternpost.
(1) Anchor line. Obviously attached to the anchor.
(1) Pennant line. This runs through the sheave at the top of the pennant staff and down to the
starboard cleat on the mast thwart.
(1) Bolt rope. This is the rope that runs around the sail. The lower corners of the sail are the
clews, to which the sheet lines are attached. The upper corners of the sail are called either the
head cringles or the earrings (in some accounts, the earrings are the lines which secure the head
cringles to the yard, in other sources the term earring is synonymous with the head cringle).
Along each leech of the sail (the nearly vertical edges) are two bowline gaskets. These can be
attached together using a bridle, to which is attached a bowline, which is used to pull that edge of
the sail forward. This is useful when sailing abeam the wind. At present, we don’t have
bowlines.
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